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Abstract. The paper presents the simulation model of concrete mix transportation process in the system - hatching
centre - a number of construction sites. An essential part of the analysed model is a multi-phase system of queues
which emerge in concrete transportation characterised by: waiting time for loading, waiting for discharge, the distances
from the plant to construction sites, the number and type of truck mixers used, the types of transport means for on-site
deliveries, transportation costs. The paper also includes an example solved with a computer program designed on the
basis of an algorithm formulated in the model.
Keywords: modelling of process, simulation, transportation.

1. Introduction
This paper develops a simulation approach to the
study of transport mix operations. The study provides
the predicting of system production and defining the
optimum number of truck mixers and their kinds. It includes the designing of a model of dependence between:
the size of queues that appear while concrete mix is
loaded onto transport vehicles, trucks unloading when
they reach their destination and the amount, type of truck
mixers used, the order of their introduction into realizing the process, and transport costs.
Making a concrete mix and its delivery to the placement site is one of the most important processes of concrete works sequence. The process consists of the following operations: preparing the concrete mix, loading
it onto a transport vehicle, transporting it to its destination (external transport) and transporting the mix to the
construction site (internal transport).
Remote transport of concrete mix is usually performed in truck mixers which ensure a good quality of
concrete mix delivered to the construction site. On the
Polish market there are companies which offer truck
mixers of varied capacities: from 2 m' to 9 m'; at present
truck mixers which hold up to 13 m' of concrete are
also produced [ 1]. Using the latter type of truck mixers
is not common due to a limited wheel load capacity of
roads, bridges and overpasses. The internal transport on
a building site usually includes two kinds of machines:
concrete pumps or crane containers. The task model presented in the paper enables to establish the most effective set of concrete mixers for concrete transport in the

course of complex construction processes, ie the cases
when the transport operates on several sites at the same
time, using transport machines of different capacity ..
Selecting the set of trucks for concrete transport is
often assumed that the duration of the discussed process
has determinist values [2, 3]. In the suggested formulas
the delays resulting from traffic problems are considered
through the use of appropriate coefficients.
The question of concrete mix transport and the analysis of the designed systems operation (selection of vehicles, the analyses of sets capacity) closely resembles
the problems analysed by the theory of mass service.
There is a number of sources which discuss the application of queuing theory to describe the phenomena associated with transport in engineering and building industries
[4-6]. A very interesting study of concrete production
plants and concrete mix transport was presented by Halpin
with his team [7]. In the designed simulation model, the
duration of concrete mix transport to the construction site
as well as the times of return to the production plant
were described with regressive function. The authors
analysed the interrelationship of realisation time, costs,
the amount of transported concrete mix for selected distances and required sets of trucks (TCQ- Time- CostQuantity).
However, the practice of concrete works indicates
more complex situations where the models described in
literature cannot be applied. It involves, among others,
the case when we have truck mixers of different loadcapacities at our disposal (trucks of different load-capacities usually have a different distribution of loading and
unloading probability time) and when one and the same
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concrete production plant supplies a number of construction sites at the same time.
The process in question has three essential time restrictions:
- the time between the concrete mix production and
its placing is limited and cannot exceed the set value;
- time gap between placing (forming) a particular portion of concrete in the structure and delivery of next
portion cannot exceed the set value;
the pump which delivers the concrete mix cannot
have too long stops.
The model presented here (subsequently support
system) will also include random times of particular operations the discussed process consists of.
In literature the question of concrete mix transport,
closely related to the queuing theory has been extensively
described in the form of analytical and simulation models [8- I 2]. However, the practice of concrete works involves more complex situations, where the described
models might appear to be of a very little use. It is the
case when one has truck mixers of different load-capacities (trucks of different load-capacities usually have different probability time distribution of loading and unloading) and one and the same concrete mix production
plant supplies many construction sites at the same time.
The problem in question has two vital constraints:
- the time between the moment the mix is produced
and the moment it is placed is limited,
- standing time of the pump which discharges concrete mix must not be too long.
The model described here will consider a randomtype time of particular operations the analysed system is
made up of.
The suggested model of concrete mix transport belongs to a wide class of DSS application in construction
and management in civil engineneering [10, I I, 13, 14].
In the presented model, the criterion for the optimum solution is minimal cost. This criterion can be used
alongside other factors of solution assessment. The problem of multi-criterion function of purpose has been discussed in depth in a number of papers [6, 1 I, 15].

2. Technological conditions of the process
The significance of the discussed process results
from the fact that the quality of any operation {preparing
the mix, remote transport, transport within the construction site, placing the mix) has a direct influence on the
final effect: on concrete's strength and durability [16].
The major concrete mix plants own permanent laboratories and due to quality control of particular components of the mix and the control of the procedures of
mix production technological process are able to ensure
a high quality of their product.
Concrete mix delivered to a construction site should
have the same consistency as designed for this particular
structure. The best transport conditions are ensured when
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truck mixers are used. The essential factor in the process of concrete mix transport is the process duration.
The time from the moment of mix preparation to the
moment of placing under particular conditions is strictly
defined and should be shorter than the time of concrete
set. That time directly determines the distance which can
be covered for transporting mix. When the expected time
of mix transport is shorter than the admission time (tadm)
all the components are mixed in plant's central mixer
and while it is transported in the truck mixer, the slowly
revolving mixer drum is only supposed to prevent the
transported mix from segregating. If it is necessary to
transport the concrete over a considerable distance (the
transport takes longer than the admission time), then the
components are prepared in the plant's central mixer,
while mixing takes place in the truck mixer on its way
to the construction site or directly before it is unloaded.
However, in such a case the capacity of the mixer drum
is used in 50-60 %, while in the other case, when components are mixed in the central mixer, it is used in 80 %.
In large urban areas, crucial factors which affects
transport time is the volume of traffic associated with
the time of day 't. During rush hours - due to traffic the transport time may be so long that it exceeds the
value of tadm (concrete set value). As a result, concrete
placing at customer k becomes impossible. Therefore, it
appears necessary to investigate the dependence ttran of
total transport time of concrete mix to a construction site
on the time of day 't. The value of t1ran depends on the
intensity of traffic R(t) (the intensity of traffic R(t) is
determined as the limit

lim N(t+!J.t)-N(t), where

!J.t
N(t) stands for the number of cars passing the investigated section of the road at time t. In practice, the mean
Llt---70

value intensity of traffic is determined by R;,ft)
N(t+!J.t)-N(t)
jj,(

.

=

.

at time !J.t on the sect10n of road from

a concrete mixing plant to a customer k. Then, the total
transport time of concrete mix is determined by T('t) function, depending on the day time. In order to determine
the most suitable time of day, or more precisely, the
length of time required, to place concrete mix which starts
at a particular time of day, the section of road is considered <t,t+!J.t,> at which T(t)<<t"d111 • The problem of traffic flow was discussed in the paper [17] which presents
the methods of quality analysis, the optimum quantity
and the optimum planning of public passenger transport
stops.
The transport of concrete mix on the construction
site is generally complex: apart from moving the mix
horizontally, it is also necessary to move it vertically. At
present, there are two methods of concrete mix transport: in containers with cranes and with concrete pumps.
The first type - by containers with cranes - is used on
construction sites where there is a little demand for concrete and in case of a slow pace of concrete placing.
English sources [18) indicate that transport in containers
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with cranes is applied when concrete is placed at 8 to
12m 3/hour. Pump transport is applied above all on construction sites where a quick pace of concrete placing is
required. At present it is a commonly used form of onsite transport at sites where monolithic technology is
applied. The main advantages of using this type of transport are: the option of reaching any spot of the concrete
structure, a considerable reach both vertically and horizontally, continuity of concrete placing, adjustable capacity. Besides, the pump transport has a positive effect
on the quality of concrete - the mix which has been
properly designed does not undergo segregation, and as
a result of using pumps, the density of the mix is increased which, in tum, results in the rise of concrete
strength by as much as 10% [8, 19]. Due to technological reasons the process of pumping should be continuous. That's why it is crucial to ensure the continuity of
concrete mix supply.
3. Model building

Model input data are:
1. The information concerning the customers:
• the demand for concrete mix from individual customers (m 3 ),
• collection sites for concrete mix (the distance, road
types, wheel load capacity of roads, bridges and
overpasses),
• the rate of laying the concrete mix (depending on
the type of cemented structure and the type of concrete mix at the site.
2. The information concerning the transport provider the concrete mix production plant:
• capacity of the hatching centre
• the type of truck mixers,
• the number of truck mixers within each type.
Constraints of the model:
the total time of remote and local transport of concrete mix is shorter than the admission time - the
time of concrete set (fl""'),
a pause in concrete placing in the formed element,
as a result of waiting for another portion of concrete, is shorter than admission time (tech),
- the pump's standing time on the construction site is
shorter than the admission time (fP""'") - the time
which guarantees proper performance of transport
vehicle,
- road capacity constraint; concrete mix can be carried to the construction site by a vehicle of certain
load-capacity (x variable of transport vehicle i se1
lection options has three values: xifkE { I, , 0},
2
where I - the vehicle can be used,

I

- it can be

2
used, provided the route is altered, usually longer
route is suggested, 0 - it cannot be used),
- the rate of discharge is limited - depending on the

type of construction elements where concrete is to
be placed,
- the truck mixers' capacities have an obvious effect
on the time of discharge (mixers of large capacity
require longer discharge time and consequently the
transport cycle is longer),
the duration of concrete-placing process (the time
of concrete mix delivery) at recipient k cannot exceed the time defined in the contract.
According to the accepted method of model building, the transport process and concrete mix placing process, in relation to the transport vehicle, is made up of
the following operations:
- loading the concrete mix at the concrete-mixing terminal,
- transport of concrete mix to the supply point at the
construction site,
- waiting for a discharge in a queue,
local transport and concrete mix placing,
the return of a vehicle to take another load of concrete mix,
waiting in a queue for concrete mix loading.
Let's assume the following notation for truck mixers, their routes and recipients:
i - truck mixer's number,
m- the number of truck mixers,
j - the number of truck mixer's current delivery,
jk- the number of truck mixer's current delivery to recipient k,
ni- the number of deliveries of a truck mixer,
k- recipient's number,
I - the number of recipients,
and the notation of times for the following:
aiJk - loading the truck mixer i for delivery j and re~iJk -

Yuk 8ifk f.iJk

-

Xuk -

cipient k,
trips of the truck mixer i to the construction site
for delivery j to recipient k,
truck mixer i waiting for a discharge during delivery j for recipient k,
placing concrete mix from truck mixer i during
delivery j for recipient k,
a trip back of a truck mixer i (to the tenninal)
during delivery j from recipient k,
a truck mixer i waiting for loading during delivery j for recipient k.

Further variables are as follows: ziik = ~,1c aiik'

Jijk = YF ~iJk'
"'' 'ijk

= 01)/..:- yij'k'

wu, =£iJk- 8iJk'
Pijk

.:: u~.:

=Xu,- £iJk'

= ai.J+U:.- X,JJ.-

The above describe the following: the time of concrete mix loading (zifk), trip time ( jiik), waiting for discharge (placing) of concrete mix ( w ·,ik), duration of con-
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crete mix discharge (wifk) duration of the trip back from
the construction site (pl/k), waiting for loading the concrete mix (z'ifk) for iE {I, 2, ... , m), j= 1, 2, ... , ni,
k E {I, 2, ... , /} the process can be shown with a functional sequence f,(t, ziik'jiik' w ·ifk' wifk' pifk' z 'uk) (or
f;U, aifk' ~ilk' Yifk' oifk' fiik' Xuk)) of function of time t (with
parameters aifk' ~ilk' yifk' oifk' fifk' Xu which depend on time
t and change according to the index system (i,j, k) which
describe the concrete mix transport and placing process
in relation to a particular vehicle:

dla

ak
YiJk
ak
YiJk -

-t

~iJk

~iJk

dla
dla
dla

0
0
t - fijk
ak

dla

aiJk ::;
$t

t < ~iJk,

< Yuk·

YiJk ::; r
oiJk ::; r
fiJk ::;

< oiJk,
< cuk.

(!)

t < XiJk •

Xijk - fijk
ak

dla

Xijk ::;

t < ai+l.Jk ·

Note that only j index has ascending values in the
process. Not all index systems (i, j, k) will be presented
in the process, that will depend on the ternary variable
I
xiik which assumes values from the set {I,
, 0} as
2
stated in the previously described model.
The above sequence is shown in Fig 1 which contains three combined systems of coordinates and three
plots which illustrate the concrete mix transport and placing process in reference to a transport vehicle in time t.
The top chart shows the function describing transport in vehicle I: in the first cycle the mix is carried to
recipient I, in the second cycle to recipient 2, in the
f
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third cycle again to recipient I. The chart in the middle
shows the function which describes transport in vehicle
2: in the first and second cycle the mix is delivered to
recipient 2, the third cycle has started. The chart at the
bottom shows the function which describes transport in
vehicle 3 in two incomplete cycles. Note that vehicle I
during the second delivery is waiting for loading
(X 111 < a 312 = a 122 ), vehicle 3 during the first delivery is
waiting for vehicle 2 to unload during its first delivery

<Ym< fml·
The top horizontal part of the diagram shows: the
vehicle is likely to wait in a line for loading and unloading, the bottom horizontal part of the diagram means: a
vehicle is likely to wait for unloading and placing of
concrete mix, the diagonal 'rising' line shows the
vehicle's trip from the concrete mixing plant to the construction site, the diagonal 'falling' line means the
vehicle's trip from the construction site to the concrete
mixing plant.
Let's assume the following notation:
wiik - the volume of the load transported by truck mixer
i during trip j to recipient k,
wk - the demand from recipient k for concrete mix,
rk - the total time required to complete concrete mix
placing at recipient k, considering the selected
set of vehicles,
vi - the truck mixer's load capacity,
ci - labour cost of truck mixer's one machine-hour.
With the assumed notation the equation wiJk = vi
takes place. In order to define the size of demand wk
from recipient k we'll introduce the value of task's
completion of concrete mix transport to that recipient
rk(jk) =

_Im ijk (j k index is understood as a pair (j, k))
J<;,Jo

during concrete mix deliveries and limit value J\ described in the following way rk(j\)::; wk and
rJf k +I) >Wk. Then, the recipient k is satisfied
and the transport of concrete mix to construction site k is no longer required. The time of
concrete placing at recipient k is shown as follows:
't/fk)=

I

(w'ijk +wijk) .

(2)

ik <;,jg k

After the length of time 'tk(f) the number
of recipients decreases by one, while the means
of transport do not change. In such circum/ stances one ought to establish new distribution
f-----:!a:-,-,---lo-~!""""'~"":!!""o!l-;+=,..--,:r--_..::!lljo,po---f-~+~,,., of truck mixers to provide service to other
(k-1) recipients.
The solution to the question of selection of
a set of truck mixers for a particular recipient (a
construction site) involves finding the minimum
1

L---rvf--.,----::~~~--~~-1--:::---l,r---~-'1'""'-:;;.. of the function
Kk=

Fig I. Three plots illustrating the process of transport and placing
of concrete mix using three vehicles in time t to two recipients

I

(::.ijk
(i.j.k)Eik

+ iuk + w'ijk +wijk + Pijk + ::.'ijk

) . Cj

(3)
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in set lk with conditions:
·
'

< 1. .mlm

l;Jk+w iJk+wifkW

ijk

""

(4)

'

'ijk < tpump,

w' < rech
.,.'k --

-

L..
U.j,k)Eik

(5)
(6)

'

(w' ijk +wijk )<_,.adm
- 'k
'

(7)

where r•dm stands for admission time of concrete mix transport, (1'" 111" stands for the admission standing time of a pump
on a construction site, f"'" - the admission time between
placing of jk -th concrete mix is completed and before placing the next portion (j, + I) starts. The description of set 1,
is as follows. The minimum of function K, is calculated in
relation to the system of three indexes (i, j, k) with rising}
and k is fixed. In fact it is a system of i indexes, ie the way
(order) to set numbers to truck mixers. The sequence ((1, I ,2),
(3,2,2), (2,3,2 ), (I ,4,2), (3,5,2), ( 1,6,2), (2,7 ,2)) means that
transport was provided to construction site 2 (k=2), there
were 7 V/=7) trips, truck mixers 1, 2, 3 were used in the
following order (I, 3, 2, I, 3, 1, 2)). Thus, lk is a set of all
systems {((i 1, I, k), (i 2, 2, k), ... , (i 11 , h, k))}, where
i,E {I, 2, ... , m}, s = I, 2 , ... ,h.
Optimisation of the problem, in case of concrete mix
production plant, must be extended to all I recipients.
Then, one ought to assume function K as the ultimate
objective function being the sum of function ./;;. ie
I

K=

I

I

Kk

,

while the set of possible solutions I=

k=l

UI k .

k=l

Then, the task involves finding
I

. min

I

I

(Zijk

+ lijk + w'ijk +wijk + Pijk + z'ijk

) · ci

(l.;.k)EI k=IU,j,k)E!k

(8)

with conditions (4)-(6).

4. The description of problem solution algorithm
In order to avoid standing times on the placement
site and the hatching centre, the values ~ifk' XiJk' f.ijk' Yuk
ought to be selected in such a way that f. i1j 1k 1 = Yi2hk 2
(the placement site) and X i 2 hk 2 = ~ i 1N 1 (the hatching
centre) At the beginning of the process that's } 1 =) 2,
i2=i 1+1, k 1 = k2, under the supposition that the sequences
i 1, i 2, ... , i 111 , ) 1,j2, ... ,}11 , are ascending. Then standing is
excluded. Achieving such a system of values is practically impossible. While building a model we must assume work priorities - which action has the priority:
loading the truck mixers or placing the mix on the construction site? If we assume for obvious reasons that placing the mix has the priority, and the inequality zifk < wifk'
takes place, then although the plant's working time will
not be used fully but we'll ensure meeting the technological requirements defined in the conditions which
restrict placing the concrete mix (even if there is a queue
Yi 2 jk <£ i1jk ).

In determinist case, the variables ~iJk' Xijk' f.iik' Yifk'
assume constant values of time, calculated through chronometric tests. The problem is solved by assuming initially any variation (i I' i 2, ... , i 111 ) of vehicles' order and
the variation (k 1, k2, ... , k1) of order of customers' (construction sites') servicing. The sequence of concrete mix
delivery realisation is created in the following way: the
first realisation has the form (i 1, j ki , k1), the second (i 2,

Jk2 , k2), where Jki =I, Jk 2 =I. Note that the initial l
realisations do not need to refer to all I customers (in
other words, in the initial I realisations not all the values
(k 1, k2, .... , k1) need to appear). One or a few customers
might 'wait' while other construction sites are being cemented. The number of trips Jki of truck mixers to a
customer ki (the second in a group of three) goes up
until the required amount of concrete mix is delivered to
a construction site ki. The change of the number jk·
occurs when the value ki 'returns' in the sequence ;f
realisation (the third in a group of three which indicates
the realisation). More specifically, when the realisation
(i 11 ,, }.,, k,) shifts to U,. },, k) the number of trips to customer k,. the value },.-_I becomes },.· After the condition
of satisfying each customer 1, 2, ... , I is met, the complete sequence I of realisation is created. The value of K
function is calculated along with the value of Kk function for k= I, 2, ... , I. The procedure is repeated until all
the options of creating a sequence of realisation are used.
In practice, however, random occurrences will be
dealt with. Then, determinist variables defined above a.iik'
~ifk' Yifk' 8iJk' f.iJk' Xifk' and at the same time variables zifk'
}ilk' w 'ifk' wifk' pifk' z 'ilk become random variables of definite distribution. Then, in the model (and in a computer
program) the input data will be mean values of random
variables and actual values of times will be generated by
the program in accordance with random number generators.
Fig 2 shows a block graph of problem solution.
While solution algorithms for such problems are
designed, very often certain simplifications are used,
which are the result of experiments and tests conducted
at construction sites.
The conditions encountered in reality reduce the size
of the model, making it easier to conduct numerical
realisation in the computer program.
In particular, in a real-life situation, three truck mixers are used which can hold up to 4,5 m 3 , 6,0 m 3 and
9m3 •
The order of actions while selecting vehicles is as
follows:
• finding out which vehicles can be used considering
the load-capacity of roads and bridges;
• deciding whether the rate of discharge is not too
slow for vehicles of big capacity (they could be ruled
out due to technical requirements. For instance,
during the local transport of concrete mix using
containers (cranes) the discharge of a vehicle of 9 m3
capacity approximately takes up to 120 min;
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the vehicles of the biggest capacity are used for the longest
distances.
Beginning

5. Example
A concrete plant is supposed to deliver on a particular day 96 m 3 of concrete mix to a construction site
B 1 - w 1 = 96m 3 and w 2 = 67m 3 to a construction site
B2 . The distance between the construction sites and the
concrete plant is respectively: d 1 = 7,5 km and
d 1 = 12 km. The plant owns two truck mixers of capacity v1= 7m 3 and four truck mixers of v2 = 4m 3 for remote transport. Due to the quality of roads leading to
the construction site B transport can be conducted with
truck mixers of capacity which does not exceed V2= 4m 3.
The average rate of concrete mix placing on construction site B 1 is 0,25 m 3/min, while on construction site B 2
it is 0,33 m 3/min. The allowed transport time of concrete
mix in particular conditions is f'd"'= 90 min. Such a set
of vehicles should be selected which guarantees delivery
of the required amount of mix while standing times
should be as short as possible, taking into account all
the constraints. Besides, all the technical requirements
set for the concrete mix transport must be met.
The data for computer program is in Table I.

Data: types of truck mixers, concrete
Scheduling loading and unloading

Unload
Yes?
Load
No'}

0

Does the
load meet
the demand?

Yes
Table 1. Input data

T~k I T~k

number

Loading! 'TIJTe of Unloading! Return
Recitime journey to a
tnne
tnp tnne pients
(min) construction
(min) ~ (min) number
site (min) i

mixer

capa~lly

Call off all the truck mixers delivering
concrete mix for that construction site

i

(m)

I

I

7

2
3

I

7

9

I

4
4
4
4

7

Jj
6

Has the working time
of concrete plant been
exceeded?
Does the load satisfy
the demand of all sites?

No

I
I

20
20
20
24
24
24

9

!

7

!

7

I

7

:
I
I

I

I

21
21
12
20
20
20

15
15
15
21
21
21

I
i

I
I

I

!

I
I

I

I

I
I

2
2
2

The above task was solved with a specially designed
computer program whose scheme diagram is shown below (Fig 2). After conducting computer simulation, it was
established that the most effective order of truck mixers
loading is as follows: 3,4,5, I ,2,6. Other results are shown
in Table 2.
Table 2. The results of computer analysis
Truck Number of
number trips (unit)

Waiting tor
loading (min)

I
I
I

1

I

End

Fig 2. Block diagram of simulation program

I

6

I

0
23
12
0
4

5

I

7

I

6

I

2
3
4
5

5
5

I
I

6

6

T
I
I

I

Waiting for II Vo!UJTe of
unloading i delivered mix
I
3
(min)
(m)
1

5
5
53
0
4
14

I
I

I

42
35
20
24
24
20
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6. Conclusions
The presented algorithm enables to analyse fully the
state of all participants of the process: it defines the
working time of particular trucks, their loading and unloading queuing times. Besides, it defines the truck
mixer's time effectiveness coefficient ( work and standing times). The final effect of the analysis are economic
indicators of the assumed solution expressed as price per
unit: preparation and transport of I m 3 of concrete mix
to a construction site (PLN/ m 3 ). The discussed algorithm also defines the optimum order of loading truck
mixers which will ensure the shortest time of task completion, thus the most effective economic indicators of the
selected set of vehicles.
The article was prepared as a part of project:
W/IIB/6/00, W/IIB/5/0 I.
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